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Samsung mobile phones have emerged as a leader in the field of mobile phones. Samsung has
proved itself as a winner as far as low cost mobile phones are concerned. The new Samsung Wave
525 is one such mobile phone that once again recreates this fact. In the low cost smart phone
segment Samsung Wave 525 is going to emerge as one of the main competitor. This smart phone
has successfully replaced the Samsung Wave 2 and is expected to rise significantly in the recent
times.

One might think for a moment that it is a low cost smart phone hence may lose out in some of the
features but they would be absolutely wrong in doing so. Although it has been kept at allow cost but
then it does not show any weakness in terms of its features and style. This phone doesnâ€™t lag behind
in any department and can be used as a lavish phone equipped with all necessary features of any
smart phone.

One of the most striking features of this smart phone is the presence of a 3.2 inches touch screen.
One canâ€™t get to see this feature in any other low cost smart phone. The user can perform multi
touch operations such as pinching to zoom and others. You can see these features only in some
high tech smart phones like Apple iPhone. There are number of connectivity options ranging from
Wi-Fi and internet. It is not difficult nowadays to get access to Wi-Fi hot spots with the current
advent of technology. The only thing that smart phone is missing out is the 3G connectivity.
Otherwise one can enjoy rest all other features like latest version of Bluetooth3.0 and the micro-
USB connectivity version 2.0. The internal memory has a capacity of only 100MB however it is
being compensated by the presence of 16GB expandable memory.

With Samsung Wave 525 one can shoot videos and capture photographs through its 3.2 megapixel
units. For this segment of smart phone the quality of image is worth appreciating. This phone also
has an advantage of the incorporation of the operating software Bada which is again low cost
operating software but works perfectly. Samsung Wave 525 is an excellent smart phone in the
range of Rs5000-8000. The screen resolution is wonderful at 240x400 pixels. The display quality of
this phone is indeed awesome as compared to HTC or any other smart phone at this range.
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